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Browser Addons

	
		
			With a browser license (and of course also with a business license) you can save all your conversion settings and you will be able to use these with the browser extensions below.

			FireFox Extension

			You can download our FireFox extension via this link at the offical Mozilla site. It will help you save webpages as PDF more easily when you're browsing the web with FireFox. Just a click on the PDFmyURL button and your page will get turned into PDF.

			The extension uses your PDFmyURL settings from the members area so that helps you get the page layout that you want more easily.

			As with all our products: if you find any issues with it please reach out via mail to support@pdfmyurl.com.

			Chrome Extension

			Update: 22nd of August, 2022.

			Our Chrome extension is no longer available at the Chrome store. Google required changes that we weren't able to make in a timely fashion (i.e. two weeks). Due to the lack of usage of this extension and the hassle of the submission process, we will not be submitting the app again.

			It used to save webpages as PDF when you clicked the PDFmyURL button in Chrome. If you'd like to help out resubmitting it to the Chrome store or if you really want to use it again - please reach out to us.

			The extension uses your PDFmyURL settings from the members area so that helps you get the page layout that you want more easily.

			IFTTT

			If you your license includes usage with IFTTT, then your settings will also be used in your IFTTT recipes if you use the prefid. You will find your prefid in your members area. Please note that not all personal license browser holders will have this functionality. If you sign up now, you will NOT have this functionality unless you purchase it separately.

			Suggestions?

			The truth is that people have been and are developing plugins/addons around our service for quite some time now. We don't always find out about them so please contact us if you developed a new one or if you came accross one!
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